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Abstract—Imitation learning that mimics experts’ skills from
their demonstrations has shown great success in discovering dy-
namic treatment regimes, i.e., the optimal decision rules to treat
an individual patient based on related evolving treatment and
covariate history. Existing imitation learning methods, however,
still lack the capability to interpret the underlying rationales
of the learned policy in a faithful way. Moreover, since dynamic
treatment regimes for patients often exhibit varying patterns, i.e.,
symptoms that transit from one to another, the flat policy learned
by a vanilla imitation learning method is typically undesired.
To this end, we propose an Interpretable Skill Learning (ISL)
framework to resolve the aforementioned challenges for dynamic
treatment regimes through imitation. The key idea is to model
each segment of experts’ demonstrations with a prototype layer
and integrate it with the imitation learning layer to enhance the
interpretation capability. On one hand, the ISL framework is able
to provide interpretable explanations by matching the prototype
to exemplar segments during the inference stage, which enables
doctors to perform reasoning of the learned demonstrations based
on human-understandable patient symptoms and lab results.
On the other hand, the obtained skill embedding consisting of
prototypes serves as conditional information to the imitation
learning layer, which implicitly guides the policy network to
provide a more accurate demonstration when the patients’ state
switches from one stage to another. Thoroughly empirical studies
demonstrate that our proposed ISL technique can achieve better
performance than state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, the pro-
posed ISL framework also exhibits good interpretability which
cannot be observed in existing methods.

Index Terms—imitation learning, prototype, interpretable ma-
chine learning, dynamic treatment regimes

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic treatment regime (DTR) is a set of sequential
treatment decision rules that intend to provide individualized
and effective treatments for patients [1], [2]. To tackle the
complex DTR tasks, one important research direction is based
on imitation learning [3]–[7]. Compared to the reinforcement
learning methods for DTR [8] where the explicit reward signal
from the handcraft rules is sparse and typically not optimal,
imitation learning based methods directly learn a mapping
between states and actions to replicate expert behavior from
demonstrations. Recent studies typically learn the distribution
of expert demonstrations in an adversarial manner, where the
policy network serves as the generator and is optimized by
the reward signals given by one or more discriminators based
on the demonstrations [3], [4]. Although these methods have

shown their effectiveness in DTR tasks, there are still two
key challenges for imitation learning. First, the treatments
given by the learned policies are not trustworthy as their
underlying rationales are not interpretable. This is extremely
critical for real clinical scenarios. Second, DTR tasks often
illustrate obvious variability in expert demonstrations, where a
flat policy is insufficient to handle the scenarios when patients’
symptoms transit from one to another.

To resolve the aforementioned challenges, skill learning
methods through hierarchical imitation provides a feasible
solution by decomposing a complex decision-making process
into multiple lower-level subgoals [6], [7]. By jointly learning
a set of low-level policies taking primitive actions in each
subgoal and a high-level policy controlling the subgoals,
the agent is empowered to capture the varying patterns and
recommends more accurate treatments accordingly. In addition
to building the hierarchy within a trajectory, researchers also
succeeded in modeling the inter-trajectory variation across
different demonstrations [5]. In general, the existing methods
that model the variation structure of expert demonstrations
inherently provide abstract explanations, either by learning a
latent variable via the regularization of information-theoretic
measures [5], [6], or by learning a subgoal representation
with multiple constraints [7]. However, the latent variables or
representations cannot provide an explicit explanation for the
suggested skills in varying patterns as they do not have clear
definitions in terms of clinical. This is undesired as DTR needs
a clear and interpretable structure for the reasoning process.

Recent developments in interpretable sequence modeling
[9], [10] have revealed the potential to meet the interpretability
requirement in DTR. This class of method typically learns
the prototypes that are defined as the exemplar sequences or
segments in the downstream sequence classification tasks (on
natural language data and time series data). The prediction is
determined based on the similarity scores between each input
and all learned prototypes in the embedding space (obtained
via a sequence encoder). In the reasoning process, the model
predictions are interpreted by the top similar prototypes. In
general, the existing interpretable sequence modeling methods
enable faithful explanations of the model predictions with
competitive performance compared to other state-of-the-art
black box models.



Inspired by their success, we first propose to leverage
the interpretable sequence modeling framework in imitation
learning for DTR tasks. As the expert’s trajectory in DTR is
a sequence of patient states with treatments, it is a perfect fit
for the aforementioned framework. Note that the aforemen-
tioned variation modeling and sequence interpretation mod-
eling methods formulate the task with different granularity,
including timestep level [6], segment level [7], [10], and
trajectory level [5], [9]. We choose to perform the learning
and inference with reasoning at the segment level. Compared
to other formulations, the skills learned at the segment level
are able to capture the temporal variability of states and
are transferable across different trajectories. By aggregating
the learned prototypes at each segment, the obtained skill
serves as conditional information that implicitly guides the
policy network to differentiate varying patterns and provide
more accurate treatment recommendations. Meanwhile, the
suggested skills can be interpreted at the segment level by
tracing back to the exemplar segments. Our main contributions
are summarized as follows:

• We propose an interpretable skill learning model, ISL,
to learn optimal treatment policies, which exploits the
segment-level expert demonstrations and results in rep-
resentative and more transferable skills across different
trajectories.

• The ISL model learns to capture exemplar segments and
construct faithful skill embedding for an imitation learn-
ing task, which is innovative compared to the existing
interpretable sequence modeling methods and imitation
learning methods.

• Empirical studies on a benchmark DTR dataset demon-
strate that the ISL model provides better performance
compared to state-of-the-art models, as well as reasonable
explanations for the recommended treatments.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we introduce the interpretable skill learning
framework, including the basic problem formulation, model
architecture, learning objectives, and the training process.

A. Problem formulation

A vanilla imitation learning task for DTR can be described
as follows: Given a set of doctors’ demonstration trajectories,
each of which consists of a sequence of state-action pairs
(st, at), where st denotes the patient state and at indicates
the medication taken by the doctor at timestep t, the goal is
to learn a policy that can replicate the doctors’ medications.
Note that the imitation learning model is built upon step-level
demonstrations without consideration of the evolving patient
symptoms and corresponding prescriptions.

Our proposed skill learning framework formulates the task
at the segment level to exploit the sequential treatment demon-
strations: firstly, we split each trajectory into different seg-
ments and perform imitation learning on one segment at a
time, by hypothesizing that the skill at the segment level is

Fig. 1. The architecture of our proposed ISL model

representative and more transferable across different trajecto-
ries; secondly, each state in the segment comes along with
a fixed number of previous states from the same trajectory,
which also forms a input segment to exploit the dynamics of
historical patient status up to the current state.

More formally, given a set of disjoint segments split from
the original trajectories, {[(s(j)t , a

(j)
t )]mt=1}nj=1, where m is the

fixed length of segments, n is the number of segments, we aim
to learn a set of prototypes representing exemplar segments in
the training data, which can be assembled as a skill embedding
to the facilitate the imitation learning of DTR at each step t.
Meanwhile, the skill embedding of the given segment can be
interpreted based on the most similar prototypes.

B. Interpretable Skill Learning Model

In this section, we introduce the architecture of our inter-
pretable skill learning model that consists of three learning
components: a segment embedding layer, a prototype layer,
as well as an imitation learning layer, as shown in Figure 1.
Note that we omit the superscript j (representing the order of
instance) in this subsection for simplicity.

1) Segment Embedding Layer: In each disjoint segment,
given the input state at step t with m-1 steps of historical
states [st−m+1, · · · , st−2, st−1, st] ∈ Rm×d, where d denotes
the number of dimensions of patient’s state, we extract its
representation via a segment embedding layer, which can be
further used to obtain a skill embedding for imitation learning.
The segment embedding layer consists of two components, a
step-wise multilayer perceptron (MLP) shared across all steps,
and a 1D convolution layer encoding the segment information.

First, the segment input is fed into an MLP layer which
encodes the feature at each step in an embedding space.
By sharing the same MLP encoder, the state embedding at
step t, ft ∈ Rd′

can be generated as ft = MLP(st).
Second, the segment of encoded state in the embedding space,
[ft−m+1, · · · , ft−2, ft−1, ft] ∈ Rm×d′

are fed into a 1D con-
volution layer to generate the segment embedding zt ∈ Rh×1:

zt = CONCATh−1
i=0 (Wi ⋆ ft−m+1:t + bi)

where Wi ∈ Rm×d′
denotes the i-th convolution kernel (h

kernels in total), bi ∈ R denotes the corresponding bias term,
⋆ operator provides the sum of row-wise cross-correlation,
CONCAT provides the concatenation of all convolution
results on h kernels.

In general, there are multiple choices for segment embed-
ding layer, such as LSTM/GRU and Transformer [11]–[13].



Long segments are relatively rare in DTR, thus we use convo-
lution neural networks due to its efficiency and effectiveness
in extracting salient embedding of short segments.

2) Prototype Layer: As aforementioned, the learning of
prototypes gains advantages of interpretability compared to
other interpretable imitation learning models as the original
data segments on which the prototype vectors are projected,
are always available for analysis.

In the prototype layer, there are k prototype vectors p =
[p1,p2, · · · ,pk] ∈ Rk×h, which are essentially trainable
model parameters and each has the same number of dimension
as the segment embedding zt. Each prototype vector repre-
sents a class of exemplar segments reflecting the patient’s
state at one stage. The similarity score between the segment
embedding zt and each prototype vectors is then computed:
Sim(zt,pi) = exp(−∥zt − pi∥22), where pi denotes the i-th
prototype vector, ∥·∥2 denotes the L2-norm, and the exponen-
tial function brings the similarity score to a bounded range for
numerical stability.

After that, the similarity scores of all prototype-embedding
pairs are scaled between [0, 1] and the resulting scaled score
for i-th prototype-embedding pair ˆSim(zt,pi) is:

ˆSim(zt,pi) =
exp(−∥zt − pi∥22)∑k
i=1 exp(−∥zt − pi∥22)

All scaled scores form a weighting vector Wp ∈ Rk×1 as:
Wp = [ ˆSim(zt,p1), ˆSim(zt,p2), · · · , ˆSim(zt,pk)]. Based on
Wp, the skill embedding ot ∈ R1×h for the given segment
can be constructed by the weighted combination of vectors p:

ot = WT
p · p

where · denotes the inner product operation. Note that instead
of the original segment embedding zt, all prototype vectors
p are involved in the final skill embedding ot, so that the
skill embedding can be interpreted based on the original state
segments via prototype-segment association, which will be
introduced in the prototype-segment association section.

3) Imitation Learning Layer: We modify a flat policy
network πθ(at|st) that is parameterized by θ and learns
mappings from st to at, by incorporating the skill embedding
ot that serves as a high-level indicator guiding the agent to
mimic expert demonstrations sampled from the expert policy
πE(at|st). To be specific, the patient state st is concatenated
with the skill embedding ot as conditional information, and
fed to the contextual policy πθ(at|ot, st), from which we get
the primitive output action at for the DTR task:

at ← πθ(at|ot, st)

We build the contextual policy network based on a traditional
imitation learning model, behavior cloning (BC), which aims
to imitate the doctor’s medication at each time step t, by
treating it as a supervised learning problem. The actual policy
network πθ(at|ot, st) is implemented by a 3-layer MLP.

Different from the other interpretable imitation learning
framework that manipulates the latent codes that is formu-
lated and optimized via information measures [5], our inter-
pretable skill learning method explicitly models the segments
of patient’s states with prototype vectors that is learned and
regularized by the behavior cloning and multiple interpretable
learning objectives, based on which the user can always obtain
the explanation by tracing back to training segments.

C. Learning Objectives

The learning objective contains the imitation learning objec-
tive and multiple regularization components that are designed
to enhance the interpretability of learned prototypes on these
disjoint segments. In this subsection, we introduce these learn-
ing objective terms individually.

1) Imitation Learning: Given a batch of segments with
size n, {(s(j)1 , a

(j)
1 ), (s

(j)
2 , a

(j)
2 ), · · · , (s(j)m , a

(j)
m )}nj=1, the con-

textual policy aims to mimic the doctor’s demonstration at the
segment level in a supervised manner:

LIM =

n∑
j=1

m∑
t=1

πE

(
a
(j)
t | s

(j)
t

)
log πθ

(
a
(j)
t | o

(j)
t , s

(j)
t

)
where m is the length of a segment, πE denotes the expert
policy where the demonstrations are sampled.

2) Prototype Learning: To improve the interpretability of
our skill learning model, similar to what previous work on
sequence learning has done [9], [10], we leverage three key
components regularizing the learning of prototype vectors
regarding the clustering structure of segment embedding, the
segment-prototype evidence, and the diversity of prototypes.

The clustering structure regularization enforces the segment
embedding zt to be as adjacent to its closest prototype as
possible via the minimization of the L2 distance:

LCluster =

n∑
j=1

min
i∈[k]

∥∥∥z(j)t − pi

∥∥∥2
2

where [k] denotes the integer set with the max element k
representing all prototype vectors.

The prototype-segment evidence regularization imposes a
dual optimization objective regarding segment embedding and
prototype vectors. It encourages each prototype vector to be
as similar to a segment embedding as possible by minimizing
the L2 distance between a prototype vector and its closet
embedding among the batch of segments:

LEvidence =

k∑
i=1

min
j∈[n]

∥∥∥pi − z
(j)
t

∥∥∥2
2

The clustering structure and prototype-segment evidence inter-
act with each other and jointly constrain the learning of both
the segment embedding layer and prototype layer towards a
clear and interpretable structure.

Besides the above regularization terms, it is natural to penal-
ize the similarity between each pair of prototype vectors, as
indistinguishable prototype vectors representing very similar



patient states may be redundant. Besides, encouraging the di-
versity of prototypes would give rise to a better generalization
when encountering new segments and trajectories. Therefore,
the diversity regularization term is imposed as follows:

Ldiversity =

k∑
i=1

k∑
i′ ̸=i

max
(
0, dmin − ∥pi − pi′∥22

)
where dmin is a proximity threshold determining whether to
penalize each prototype pair or not.

3) Full objective function: Given the imitation learning
objective and multiple regularization terms, the full objective
function can be obtained as:

Lall = LIM + λ1LCluster + λ2LEvidence + λ3Ldiversity

where the corresponding weight λ1, λ2, and λ3 that range from
0 to 1, balance the aforementioned regularization components.

Note that we impose these constraints only at the last step
t = m, as it contains the entire disjoint segment that we intend
to optimize by our hypothesis.

D. Prototype-Segment Association

After the training loss converges, the prototype vectors
are optimized to be adequately close to certain segment
embedding from the training data. However, these prototype
vectors are still not interpretable at this stage as there is
no correspondence between them and actual segments. To
induce the association between prototypes and segments in
the training data, we assign each prototype pi to its closet
segment in the latent space:

pi ← argmin
z
(j)
t ∈Ztrain

∥∥∥pi − z
(j)
t

∥∥∥2
2

where Ztrain denotes the set of segment embedding generated
by feeding all disjoint segments(t = m) in the training set to
the segment embedding layer.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the experiments that evaluate our
proposed ISL model. We first introduce the dataset, evaluation
metrics, baseline models, and specific training configurations.
Next, we compare the performance of these models in terms
of imitation learning. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness
in terms of interpretation by conducting model analysis.

A. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate our model and baselines based on a pub-
lic electronic health record dataset MIMIC-III [14], which
contains the records of 43,000 unique patients in intensive
care units between 2001 and 2012. Following the Sepsis-
3 criteria [15], we extracted the Sepsis data among 6,695
distinct diseases and 4,127 drugs. The Sepsis dataset contains
the hourly-based trajectories of 11419 patients. Each patient
state consist of 43 features including demographics, lab test
values, vital signs, the historical treatment and other admission
information. Besides, we focus on the medical treatment using

intravenous (IV) fluid that is vital in the treatment of septic
patients. To construct the segment-level demonstrations, we
split each trajectory by the segment length and drop off
leftover steps. We set the segment length as 4 because the
segment pattern identified in the corresponding ground truth
actions is the most obvious. Other pre-processing details
follow [4]. We randomly split the final dataset based on the
patient IDs for training/validation/testing datasets by a ratio of
60%/20%/20%.

The treatment policies are evaluated on three metrics: the
averaged Jaccard coefficient as well as the micro and the
macro average of AUC-ROC scores, denoted as Jaccard, MI-
AUC, and MA-AUC, respectively. Note that the evaluation is
performed on positive trajectories only as the goal is to mimic
the demonstrations that lead to the survival of patients.

B. Baselines and Experiment Setup

Our proposed ISL model is compared to baseline and state-
of-art imitation learning models for DTR tasks, which are
introduced as follows:

• Behavior Cloning(BC): In BC, the trajectories are split
into multiple state-action pairings, and the treatment
policy is learned from step-by-step expert demonstrations
in a supervised manner.

• GAIL [3]: GAIL learns a policy in an adversarial fash-
ion, with the policy network generating trajectories and
receiving the reward signal provided by the discriminator
based on the expert trajectories.

• ACIL [4]: By introducing a second cooperative discrim-
inator and a training objective, ACIL utilizes data from
both positive and negative trajectories, based on which
the distribution of expert and learned demonstrations are
optimized to be away from the negative one.

For fair comparisons, the policy networks of all models are
set to the same architecture based on a 3-layer MLP with
the same neuron size and activation function. Besides, the
architecture of the discriminator in GAIL is the same as the
two discriminators in ACIL, which is also a 3-layer MLP.
We set the batch size as 64 and use Adam [16] as the
optimizer. Next, we present the hyperparameters used in ISL:
The dimension of segment embedding is 48; the number of
prototypes in ISL is k = 25; the regularization weights of ISL
are set as λ1 = 0.2, λ2 = 0.1, and λ3 = 0.1, with dmin = 1.0.

C. Performance Evaluation

Table I summarizes the Jaccard, MI-AUC, and MA-AUC
of the baselines and our proposed model. We have sev-
eral observations and discussions as follows. First, GAIL
outperforms BC in terms of Jaccard and also has a minor
advantage regarding MI-AUC and MA-AUC. This is because
a vanilla BC ignores the sequential information of trajectories
and learns from the expert demonstrations step-wisely, which
suffers from compounding errors. GAIL models and learns
the distribution of expert trajectories in an adversarial manner,
where the learned policy is able to receive an effective
reward generated by the discriminator. Second, ACIL has



TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON SEPSIS DATASET

Jaccard MI-AUC MA-AUC

BC 0.5228 0.7848 0.7617
GAIL 0.5286 0.7855 0.7621
ACIL 0.5302 0.7874 0.7645

ISL 0.5487 0.8048 0.7837

TABLE II
ABLATION STUDY

Jaccard MI-AUC MA-AUC

ISL 0.5487 0.8048 0.7837

(a) w/o Prototype 0.5497 0.8092 0.7875
(b) λ1 = 0 0.5341 0.7969 0.7774
(c) λ2 = 0 0.4870 0.7643 0.7605
(d) λ3 = 0 0.5409 0.7992 0.7767

better performance than GAIL as it also leverages the negative
demonstrations that guide the learned policy to preserve the
positive demonstrations better and to avoid making mistakes.
Lastly, ISL outperforms the baselines regarding all evaluation
metrics by a clear margin, which demonstrates the effective-
ness and advantages of our proposed ideas. This is because
ISL explores the temporal structure of the expert trajectories
at the segment level, and learns the prototypes to compose the
skill embedding in an interpretable and meaningful manner.

D. Model Analysis

To analyze the learning components in our proposed model,
we perform an ablation study and visualize the learned proto-
type on the embedding space. In addition, we provide a case
study by analyzing several trajectories with discussions.

1) Ablation Study: We first evaluate the performance of
all variants of the ISL model, as shown in Table II. In (a),
we discard the prototype layer and directly use the segment
embedding as a skill embedding. The performance of this
variant is slightly better than our ISL model as the segment
information is utilized by the imitation learning layer in the
most straightforward manner, where no constraint is imposed.
However, this variant is not interpretable as there is no notion
of the exemplar segment. Conversely, our ISL model makes
use of real data segments as prototypes to construct the skill
embedding in an interpretable way, by minorly compromising
the performance.

We also evaluate the effect of regularization terms on
generating high-quality prototypes by setting each weight to
zero in the objective function. It can be observed that removing
the clustering and diversity constraints (b,d) on prototypes has
a minorly negative effect on the model performance. However,
removing the evidence constraint (c) leads to a significant
degradation of performance, as the skill embedding relies
on an accurate prototype projection so as to provide useful
conditional information for imitation learning. We conclude
that the regularization terms help the model to learn good

prototypes that match the most representative data segment,
thus benefiting the result interpretations.

2) Effects of the number of prototypes: Next, we evaluate
the performance of the ISL model given different numbers of
prototypes, as shown in the middle subplot of Figure 2. It
can be observed that the model performance increases quickly
and stabilizes after the number of prototypes k exceeds 25.
Note that a very small number of prototypes cannot capture
all the representative segment information for the downstream
task, thus degrading the performance. We select k = 25 as it
gives the nearly best results with a neat prototype set, which
is beneficial for interpretation.

3) Learned Prototypes: In order to assess the effectiveness
of ISL regarding interoperability, we analyze the embed-
ding space produced by the segment embedding layer. To
be specific, we visualize t-SNE [17] and PCA plots of the
prototype vectors and the embedding of segments in the
training dataset, as shown in the left subplot of Figure 2.
The embedding of each segment is presented as a dot, and
each projected prototype vector is presented as a star, where
the color represents the mean value of ground truth actions
in the segment. Note that we are able to quantify the level
of segment treatment as the ground truth action represents
the dose of IV fluids, where 0 indicates no usage of IV
fluid and 4 indicates that of a full dose. It is clear that the
segments form several clusters in the embedding space by
different levels of IV fluid usage(treatment). Besides, most
prototypes are consistently matched to the nearby segments
that use the same dose of IV fluid. Even if some segments with
different levels of treatments (indicated by different colors)
are mixed up within each cluster and a few prototypes are
mismatched, it generally transits to a similar level. Moreover,
prototypes are separated by a clear margin in the embedding
space, implying a diverse structure for results interpretation.
We also visualize the embedding space produced by an ISL
variant without the prototype layer. As we discussed before,
it cannot interpret the decisions of the learned policy by
nature. Although the segment transits from the lowest level of
treatment to the highest one, they are not well-structured and
distributed loosely. The observations hold for both t-SNE and
PCA plots, which indicates the effectiveness and advantages of
the prototype layer and corresponding regularization designs.

4) Case Study: We further analyze the effectiveness of our
model based on two trajectories with high Jaccard scores
in the testing data. Note that one with domain knowledge
can perform the reasoning by directly analyzing the proto-
types(associated with actual patient states and treatments) and
similarity weights that are outputted from the ISL model. Here
we provide a simplified reasoning process for demonstration.
For visualization purpose, 3 out of 43 features are extracted
from the patient states, Total Protein, PaCO2, and PaO2, which
are clinically important criteria for judging patient status. We
visualize these lab values and highlight each segment with a
color indicating the level of treatment suggested by the skill
embedding. As the skill embedding is a weighted combination
of all prototypes, we select 5 prototypes with the highest



Fig. 2. Left: Learned prototypes and segment visualization on the training dataset. Middle: The effects of the number of prototypes. Right:
Visualized trajectories on the testing dataset.

weights for analysis, which on average allocate 64.51% of
weights among 25 prototypes in the testing dataset. Therefore,
the color that represents the level of treatment suggested by
the skill embedding is assigned based on the mean value of
the ground truths of these prototypes. Besides, we provide the
treatments given by ISL and the ground truth action at each
step as a reference. The visualization results are shown in the
right subplot of Figure 2. We observe clear segment patterns in
each trajectory: (1) The learned skill suggests a different level
of treatment as the range of one or more lab values transits.
(2) The treatments in a segment given by the policy network
are consistent with that implied by the skill embedding. We
conclude that in these cases, the ISL model is able to capture
the most representative segments and infer a faithful skill
embedding in order to provide accurate treatments.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an interpretable skill learning
model (ISL) to tackle a complex DTR task. Unlike existing
methods, ISL learns the prototypes that capture the most repre-
sentative segment-level demonstrations and composes trustful
skill embedding for the decision-making and reasoning of
treatments. Empirical results on a real-world DTR dataset
demonstrate the advantage of ISL in providing more accurate
treatments compared to state-of-the-art methods. The proposed
ISL model also presents good interpretability according to the
visualized patterns and the analysis of trajectories.
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